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There are many different Witchcraft traditions. Although the traditions vary, there are still many

linking factorsâ€•but what do you do if none of the traditions exactly match your needs and abilities? 

Why not create a tradition of your ownâ€•one rooted in natural magick and shaped to fit your

personal goals and beliefs? If you want to do this, you have to get Embracing the Moon by Yasmine

Galenorn.  Embracing the Moon is based on a practicing Witch's personal magickal system. She

has already cast the spells, blended the oils, and used the invocations, so you know they will work.

From basic tenets of Witchcraft to spellcasting, from herbs and oils to ritual Shadow Work,

Embracing the Moon opens a whole world of magick to you.  If you are content with any tradition,

you can add some or all of the exercises and techniques given here. Perhaps you might want to

change them to fit what you do more accurately. That is exactly what Yasmine Galenorn would like

you to do.  If you want to make your spiritual path as unique as you are, Embracing the Moon give

you all the options, expert insights, and support you need to work natural magick in a way that's

meaningful for you. Get Embracing the Moon today.
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Richard Webster was born and raised in New Zealand. He has been interested in the psychic world

since he was nine years old. As a teenager, he became involved in hypnotism and later became a

professional stage hypnotist. After school, he worked in the publishing business and purchased a

bookstore. The concept of reincarnation played a significant role in his decision to become a



past-life specialist. Richard has also taught psychic development classes, which are based on many

of his books. Richard's first book was published in 1972, fulfilling a childhood dream of becoming an

author. Richard is nowÂ the authorÂ of over a hundred books, and is still writing today. His

best-selling books include Spirit Guides & Angel Guardians and Creative Visualization for

Beginners.Â Richard has appeared on several radio and TV programs in the United States and

abroad including guest spots on Hard Copy, WMAQ-TV (Chicago), KTLA-TV (Los Angeles),

KSTW-TV (Seattle) and the Mike and Matty Show (ABC). He currently resides in New Zealand with

his wife and three children. He regularly travels the world to give lectures, workshops and to

continue his research.

fun little book .

This petite book packs alot of useful information and literally sets you on a new way to look at

numerology. Most people into new age stuff already knows how to reduce their personal numbers to

read their luck and what have you. Here, the author genuinely imparts his secrets on using this

method to not only reveal one's life's blueprint but sets the guidance for discovering one's own life

purpose.In addition, he imparts the knowledege of creating magical talismans using numbers and

correspondences with the planetary influences to compensate for lacking areas in one's life in order

to avert bad energies.After completing this book, I felt a sense of respect and gratitude towards the

author for sharing his wisdom and knowledge. It's not easy to find a good teacher these days. It's

unfortunate that this book is out of print but I believe if enough people requested for it, it will be

worth the publisher's effort to launch this gem back into the market. Meanwhile, I feel blessed to be

able to own this treasure and I am using it to realign my life as much as I can believe it

does.Blessed Be.

I am totally new to magic squares and found this book to be educational. It teaches how to construct

odd-numbered size magic squares and even-numbered sized magic squares (these two "types"

involve different methods). Magic squares have the property that the sum of numbers vertically,

horizontally and diagonally add up to the same value!The bulk of the book is about numerological

personal yantras (4 x 4 magic squares) which include the numbers in a person's date of birth. You

will find it easy to follow the instructions to construct your own personal yantra and find out what it

says about you. This book also teaches how to use yantras for love, luck and protection (as

talisman).If you know how to add and subtract whole numbers and understand simple English,



following the instructions should be no problem as the methods are easy and adequate examples

are given.The author has intentionally left out negative yantras as he believes that yantras should

not be used to cause harm or hurt to other people.

I didn't believe in numerology before. I couldn't see how numbers could affect our lives. This book

has made me a believer. I calculated my numbers based on my birthday and used the book to

interpret the results and they were about 90-95% accurate. I also calculated my numbers for this

year 2006 and they were again right on the dot. It's as if it was reading my mind as to what I intend

to do this year. This has got me started on numerology. I am planning to go deeper into studying

numerology.

I find the mundane use of numerology a bit boring. Simple put not all readings will be on target. I

suspect it depends on language and matrix usage. (I mainly use the Pythagorean matrix)This

subject spices up my Numerology workshops and fills people with wonderment and magic. I love

this book and it is a shame that it is not in print.....I have learned a great deal from it and it is well

written and informative.

This is a very good book for those who want to know more about numerology. The squeres are

exelent and it is easy to read.I recomend it.

this book is very easy to follow and the directions are very good. it was even easy for me to do and i

am not that good at math

i love one girl i want know she love me or not and i want know my love will be sucessfull with her i

really want spent all my life with her but i don't know how
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